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Steady rotations of a heavy rigid body with one fixed point, were first dls- 
cussed by Mlodzeevekll Cl] and Staude [2]. Sufficient conditions for their 
stability were given by Rumlantsev [3]. Beletskli 141 considered some cases 
of steady rotations and their stability In the Newtonian field. Apykhtln 
[5] found permanent axe8 of rotation when the equations of motion permit 
Gorlachev's Integrala. 

In this paper, steady rotations of a rigid body with one fixed point and 
their stability In a potential field of force, are Investigated. 

Pormmat ut.8 of sobablon. Let us assume a fixed point 0 belong- 
the rigid body to be the origin of both, fixed coordinate system 

moving coordinate system OX~X,X, , the latter being fixed rela- 
rigid body and Its axes coinciding with the principal axes of 

inertia of thla body with respect to the origin 0 . Let A,, Aa, A, be the 
principal moments of Inertia of the body with respect to the origin, and 
YI) YIJ Ys - direction cosines of the axis OC with respect to x,, x 
We ahall assume that the external forces permit the force function of %e 

xg. 

type 
u = u (r1, T2, TJ (I.0 

which has continuous partial derivatives of the l-at order. Equations of 
motion In the moving reference frames are 

dPi au au 
Ai dt= (Ai+ - Ai+J Pi+lPi+s + Tit2 ai+, - TiTl aTi+, (1.2) 

dTi 
dt = Pi+ari+l - pi+lTitZ 

(i’ 1, 2, 3) 

where pI are $ projections of the Instantaneous angular velocity on the 
moving axes. subscripts here should not exceed 3; this can be accom- 
pllshed by taking the subscript modulus 3, i.e. aubstracting 3 If they ex- 
teed 3. 

The eystr n of differential equations (1.2) has the following first lnte- 
grals: 

Alp,2 + A,pz2 + A,p,2 - .2iJ (TI, Ts, Ta) = con% 

&AT, + Az~2Ta + A,P,T, = con& 
T12 -t -r22 + rs2 = 1 (1.3), 

432 
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If an axis of steady rotation exists, It will be stationary with respect 
to both, the body and a space around It. Let the direction cosines of this 
axis with reference to the moving frame be Z,= const , la= const , Z3- Const 
and UJ be a corresponding angular velocity. Then we have p,- wZl , and 

au 

- - ri+l ari+, 

d-fi 

dt = o (4+2ri+1 - 'i+lTi+a) (1.4) 

First Integrals of this system are 

(1.5) 

(W 

Eliminating w from (1.5), we obtain 

(A,l,r, + AAT, + A,l,r$" [kl+ 2u(n, 72, 73)j = kz2 (AIlI2 + Azlz2 -t- A#) (1.7) 

Equations (1.6) and (1.7) can be used to determine y,. It Is easily 
seen that this method will, ln most cases, give constant values. Exceptions 
will occur when, e.g. some of the equations are found to have been derived 
from other equations not considered here. If yi Is Constant, then (I.10 
gives 

-fl Ta T3 -__E_ 

4 la 13 

Hence, OC will be a permanent axis, and y - 2 
that w Is also constant. It remains to determine khi p%k*?!' ~kef~~~zws 
mane& axls within the body, I.e. to find the conditions which must be ful- 
fl_lled by 1, In order for the corresponding axis directed along OC , to 
.be the axls of steady rotation. If 

= (i = 1, 2, 3) 
y,=I,, -f*=l*, u,=l, 

Li 

then (1.4) for w - const gives 

(A. a+1 -Ai+,) QP li+lli+, + li+&i+l - li+,Li+, = 0 (1.8) 

which, after multiplying pi and rearranging , becomes 

J% (A, - 4) W, + L, 643 -A,) 134 + -53 (4 -4) hl, = 0 (1.9) 
Direction cosines should also, apart from (1.9), satisfy 

1,s + 122 + 1,2 = 1 (1.10) 

Since (1.9) and (1.10) possess no unique solution, there exists a number 
of axes satisfy1 

7 
the above equations. In terms of present coordinates L 

point s(z,,t,,l, should lie on both, the surface and the'phere (l.bbJ, 
hence Its geometrical locus Is the Intersection cf and (1.10). If the 
field Is homogeneous 

u = - W (571 + Yo-fz + %T3) 

or Newtonian 

the SUrfaCe (1.9) will be a Staude cone [2] 

z,, (A, - AJ 1213 + YO (A, -A,) 134 + 20 (A, - 4) 44 = 0 

where x0, PO* zo are the coordinates of the center of gravity of the body. 

The sphere (1.10) and the surface (1.9) have common points Sl(f 1,0,0), 
sa (0, f 1, Oh s, (0, 0, f 1). These correspond to principal axes of inertia, 
provided the values of L are finite. Subscript j assumes the values 
I, 2, 3, provided this value la different from that of t corresponding to 
the axis under consideration. (1.9) Is also satisfied by the point 
S,(lf, Z ', 22) of the sphere for which the normal n (L1’,La’,L3’) to the equl- 
Potentla! surface and the radius-vector OS. are collnear, I.e. for which 
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L,‘lI, = L,'III = L,'llg . It can easily be verified that 

L3 
‘6 (A+ ’ AT ’ 

L 
A+ ’ 

N (1.11) 

also satisfies (1.9). Moreover, any point Sc (&O, Iso, Lao), on the sphere 
which Is a neutral point of the field, I.e. L+ 0, satisfies (1.9). 

_ 
For every 

P 
olnt 

of (1.9) and l.lO), 
S on the spherical curve obtained by the lnterkection 
there exists a corresponding semlaxls OS , which may 

become an axis of steady rotation. For this, Its direction co&es^must be 
such, that (I .8)glves a positive value for UJ', I.e. 

1 L, La 1 1 
(jp= m-_ 1,-1, ( =- 

Ll L, 
--- A3 --A, ( 4 13 ==Al-_ 

( L, 1, -+- 1 
> 0 (1.12) 1 

For the points S,, Sat S, we have wa- m , hence, the principal axes of 
inertia cannot, In general, be the permanent axes. 
UJ-0, and the body Is In equlllbrlwn. 

For S, and s, we have 

In case of any of the points S,, S, or S, coinciding with S, or S 
e.g. s, - s,, the principal axis of Inertia xl becomes, as seen from (1.8): 
an axis of steady rotation with arbitrary angular velocity. When any of the 
principal axes of inertia Is, at the same time, the axis of steady rotation, 
then the force function Is found to possess the following partial derivative: 
au / ari = rifi (rr 72, 7s) (i = 17 3, 3). 

For Ss , (1.12) gives 

hence steady rotation Is possible only for the semlaxes passing through S, 
and corresponding to the minus sign In (1.11). 

2. PUWOUUF OllOl, (a) Let the ellipsoid of Inertia be an ellipsoid 
of revoIutlon and Iet us suppose that A,= Aa# AS. Then the relations (1.8) 
and (1.9) will become 

(A, - A~)oaZ,Zs + I& - I& = 0, - (A, - AB)co2Z& + IlL, - bL1 = 0 

1,L, - l,L, = 0 (2.1) 

1, (i,L, - L,L,) = 0 (2.2) 

From (2.2) we see that the surface (1.9) consists of a plane 

and a surface 

1, = 0 (2.3) 

lzL, - llL, = 0 (2.4) 

a, ) T!le case zJ= 0. From 2.1) we see that every ax18 (II, La, 0) 
on the plane (2.3) satisfying (2.4 , f will be the axis of stead 

g 
rotation 

with arbitrary angular velocity, If Lo= 0. The condition (2. ) for the 
prlnclpal acls x, will be satisfied If Lo- 0, and for xa , if L,- 0. 

a,) The case Z3# 0. Here, the possible axes of steady rotation and 
the corresponding angular velocity, satisfy the condition 

(2.5) 

From (2.1) we see that If L,= Lz= 0 , then the principal axis of inertia 
xg Is also the axis of steady rotation with arbitrary angular velocity. 

b) If the Inertia ellipsoid is a sphere, i.e. AI= Aa= A, , then from 
(1.8) it follows that the only axes of steady rotation will be those, cor- 
responding to the normals to the equlpotential surface or to Its neutral 
points. 
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C) Ellipsoid ox' Inertia Is not the ellipsoid of revolution, but the 
force function is of the type 
(1.8) and (1.9) become 

u = Il(Y, 9 Y2 ). Assuming Lo= 0 , Equations 

4 [(AZ - -43) 021, -+.&I = 0, I, [(A3 - A,) 0*11- L,l = 0 (2.6) 
(A1 - A,) 021,1, + I&, - 1,L, = 0, Gj1-h (A, - A31 h + L, (A3 - -4,) I,1 = 0 (2.7) 

In this case the surface (1.9) separates Into the plane (2.3) and the 
surface 

&(A, --As) z,+ L&l, --FIJI, = 0 (2.8) 

of 
C) Thecase &=O. 

stea y rotation and the corresponding angular velocity are subject to the a 
From (2.6) It follows that the possible axes 

condition 

(2.9) 

The principal axis of Inertia x,(x2) will also be the axis of steady 
rotation with arbitrary angular velocity If x2= 0 (L, = 0). 

u2) The case zs# 0 . The axis of steady rotation should satisfy (2.8) 
Possible axes of steady rotation and the corresponding angular-velocity are 
found from 

1 Ll 1 LZ o~=A~lII=----- 
A, - A, 12 (2.10) 

Principal axis of Inertia x3 
angular velocity If L,= L,= 0, 

Is an axis of steady rotation with arbitrary 

of the function U(y, , y2) . 
I.e. if It corresponds to the neutral point 

a) Let u = u(y,) . Since In this case La= L,= 0 , (1.8) gives 

(A, - A,)w21,1, = 0, I, [(A3 - ‘4,)021, -L,] = 0 

I, [(A, - A,) ~2~, +&I = 0 (2.11) 

a,) The case La+ l,= O., Axis xi Is an axis of steady rotation with 
arbitrary angular velocity. 

d,) The case z = 0, zsf 0 Possible axes of steady rotation and 
the corresponding angufar velocity iatlsfy 

Ll 
61’ = 1, (A3 - A,) 2 o 

x, will be an axis of steady rotation with arbitrary angular velocity If 
L1° 0, I.e. when It corresponds to the neutral point of the force function. 

&) The case l,# 0, tJ# 0. If A,# AJ, then the equlllbrlum Is 
possible only when Lo- 0. If Ap- Ab, then the possible axes of steady 
rotation and corresponding angular velocity can be determined from 

Ll 

6P = 1, (A, - A,) 2 O 
If 2,= 0 Is a neutral point of the 

then steady rotations about any of the 
trary angular velocity. 

3. SOabllity of rtrady rotrtlonr. 

pi = 01. Z( yi = li = const, 

force function (L,- 0) and Ap= Aa , 
axes (0, zl, 13), occur with an arbl- 

Let 

(i = 1, 2, 3), 0 = const (3.1) 

be the boundary conditions for the particular solution of equations of motlol 
(1.2)s corresponding to the steady rotation of a rigid body. We shall assum* 
that the motion (3.1) Is smooth and shall Investigate Its stability. Substl. 
tuting 

P* = O1i + Ei, 7i = li + Iii, (i = 1, 2, 3) (3.2) 

in (1.2) gives us equations of perturbed motion, whose first Integrals are 
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VI = 4E12 + A&z2 + A&? + 20 (AIG, + A& + A313k3) - 
- 2u VI + qI, l2 + q2, 1, + q3) = const 

V, = AA% + -%&~a + A&% + 0 (All,% + -Wz?z + A&%) + 
-I- A145~ f A212E2 i- A3135, = const 

v3 = x2 -I- 7122 + q32 + 2 (h?, + l,rla + l3tl3) = 0 

Expmdm u (11 i- rlu 12-k rl~~l3-k r13) In powers of qi,, we obtain 

(3.3) 

where 
i=l i=l i=l 

a=u 

i ) 

j=l 

Lij = ari %y*_=l,, y*=l *t u,=[* 

and cp(rll , nrr ~3) Is a function COntalning these terms of the expansion, In 
which the power of n, Is geater than two. 

The method of Chetaev C61 Is used here to construct the Llapunov function, 
which Is 

V = v, - ZoIr, + W3 + '1111 V,2 = A&l2 + -42E22 + A&? + @ + @la ---&I) M+ 

+ (A -I- ~12~ - ~522) r122 + (a + ~13” - &I ~2 - 20~ (A&,% + -4,E,rl2 + A,E,rls) f 

-t- 2 [(,412 - L,2) 91q2 + @hz3 - L,3) qlq3 + (@2z3 - L23) q2)l31 + 

+ i h 12, 7l3) = condf (3.4) 

A here Is based on (1.8), and Is 

1 = _4,w2+ += A,@2 + + z A,@2 ++A 
1 2 3 

(3.5) 

where ~1 Is an arbitrary constant, and J(n, , nip, 
powers greater than two. 

ns) contains n, only in 

The function V will be a posltlve-definite function of variables r,,nl 
If the quadratic part of 
Is positive-definite, 

v , I.e. the quadratic form W = V - f(ql,q2,q3). 
By the Sylvester criterion, W and consequently II 

will be positive-definite if and tnly if 

where 

lul - A,02 > 0, 
TII~ - Alo2 

k2 m,k” A,& >’ 

,,zl - Alo k,, k 13 

hi2 m2 - A2w2 k 23 >o 

k,, h-2, rr~~ - A,d 

mi=h+yli2-Lii, ki, i+l = P1i li+l - Li, it1 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

With the conditions (3.6) and (3.7) satisfied, function rI will be a 
sign-definite Integral of the equations of perturbed motion and, by Llapunov's 
theorem on stability, nonperturbed motion (3.1) corresponding to steady rota- 
tions of a rigid body, will also be stable with respect to the variables 
PI8 Yl * 

If the axis of steady rotation passes through the neutral point 
so (kO1 2 I 1’ 13’) of the force function, I.e. z,- 0 , then as It was shown 
before, U) = 0, and the body Is In equilibrium. When p I 0 , (3.7) gives 
us sufflclert conditions of stability, which are 

L 

--L,,>o, p ;y j>O, 

11 LIZ L3 

- Ll2 L L23 >O (3.9) 
I? 13 

J513 L’,“, -533 

The above lnequalltles represent sufficient conditions for the force 
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function to have a maximum at So , i.e. they coincide with the sufficient 
conditions of stability according to the Lagrange (Legendre-Dlrlchlet) crl- 
terlon. 

If the force function U la such that 2 I 0 (c# 
conditions for stability of the steady rotatfons are 4 

), then the sufficient 
o talned from (3.6), 

and are r 

w + 2 - L,, > 0 (3.10) 

p 1, C( L, - - 4 Y + (+ - Lll ) v] + (4 - Lll)($- - L,, )>O 

R 

L 
2-L 

)(+L&?+ (+LJ+-*L3,,,+ 

+~~iL~lT:(~-L*~)‘:l+(~ -LJ(i _L,,)(+.J>o; 

If, for example, we have a homogeneous field of force 

u = --p kir1+ yorz+ tor3, 

where p Is the weight of the body and x 
center of gravity, then (3.10) gives us we nyb~o~,~~~l~~~~~~~e~ooE~~- 
tsev, on the stability of steady rotation of a heavy rigid body with one 
fixed point [ 33. 

Apykhtln C5] Investigated the problem of steady rotation of a rigid body 
with a fixed point for the case of Qorlachev, namely A,- A,= 24, with the 
force function 

U =Al[a(n- Q-l r:-" + l/S b (r2 - 74) - ClTl - %Y,l 

where a, b, o,, oa are constants and n 1s a positive Integral number. For 
the case 

L, = - A, h f w, Lll = - AIb 

La = -AAl (ca -Ma), 4*= 4 qj=o G#n 

L, = - A&-“, L ss = A,nal~-n-r 

sufficient conditions (3.10), give, e.g. for u I 0 , the lnequalltles 

-+>o, +>o, -->o 
la+l 

4. ltrbllity of rfe8dy rot8tlonr 8bout the prinoAp8l 8x81 of inrrti8. 
We shall assume that the force function satisfies the condition 
L,. = 0 (i # 11. If the force function has a neutral point corresponding 
a& of the principal axes o-f Inertia, then this axis will be the axis of 

to 

steady rotation with arbitrary angular velocity. 
be a neutral point. 

Let for example S,(l,O, 0) 
In order to Investigate the stability of steady rotation 

about the axis x 
(3.4), 

we shall construct a Llapunov function In the form of 
and substlkuie into It I, = 1, I,= I, = 0 and h = Ap? (3.6) are the 

conditions of sign-definiteness of this function, hence they are also the 
sufflclent'~ondltlone of Its stability, and can easily be reduced to 

p-L,>o, &-&Jo'-&>& (A,--Jo*-Lm>O (4.1) 

a) Let S,(l, 0, 0 correspond to the maximum of the force function, 
i.e. L,,< 0 (t - 1, 2, 3 1 l If v - 0 , then from (4.1) we have: 

ai) The case A,>-&>,A i)r when the motion 18 stable for any angular 
velocity, I.e. steady rotations about the principal axis of inertia corre- 
sponding to the maximum moment of inertia, are stable for ang angular velo- 
city. 

a,) The oaae As> A,> A, . From (4.1) we see that the sufflolent 
condition of stability 1s the lnequallty 
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- L22 
6~’ < A, - A, 

a3) The case AI<& <Aa. From (4.1) it follows that the sufficient 
conditions of stability are the Inequalities 

- L,z 
CO2<~-- 

z-4’ 
02 <-&y 

i.e. 
b) Let S (1, 0, C) correspond to the minimum of the force function, 
LI,' 0. choosing I_I > L,, we see that the conditions (4.1) are satis- 

fled only when X, Is the axis of the largest moment of inertia A, >A,>A, 
and when at the same time, 

L 
C02 > A, :A, s 

L 
CO3 > A, ” A, 

Cl Let the neutral point S (1, 0, 0) correspond tb neither the maximum 
nor the minlmum of the force f'unc ion. t If 
results are equal to those of 

&),O, Lss< 0, L,<O. then the 

results are equal to those of 
, while if L,,, \(o,Lzz>O and Ls3>0 the 

then for Al>A,&As, 
If r, > 0,L 

sufficient condltlon of sta lkty easily deduced from 
,,5Q and &, is arbitrary, 

(4.1), Is the Inequality 

while for AJ> A,> As , the inequalities 

When AZ' ,4,r A,, then the second of the (4.1) inequalities cannot be 
satisfied. 

The axis x,(1, 0, 0) will al.so be the axis of steady rotation with arbi- 
trary angular velocity in case, when x is normal to the equipotential sur- 
face, I.e. when LX # O,L, =L, = 0. To knvestigate the stability of steady 
rotation in this case, we shall construct a Liapunov function in form of 
(3.4), lnwhich I,==$ l,=l,=r),l,=Rl~~+L1. This function will be 
positive-definite in accordance I ith (3.61, if 

which 
case, 

AS 

p + Ll - Ll, > 0, 641 --J4J02+tL,--&,>0 

(A, -AA3)d + L, -L,, > 0 (4.7) 

are the sufficient conditions of stability of steady rotations in this 
are fulfilled. 

an example of the use of (4.7), we shall investigate the conditions of 
stability of steady rotations when the force function is of the type 

U = - a (AIY,~ + Aara2 + Aa?3 (4.8) 

where a z 0 is a constant. Apykhtin proved that if w"# & and the iner- 
tia ellipsoid is not spherical, then the principal axes of inertia are the 
only permanent axes. When the force function is of the type (4.8), then 
sufficient conditions of stability of steady rotation about the axis 
x,(1, 0, 0) are, by (4.71, the inequalities 

TV > 0, (A, -A&f.G - 2%~) > 0, (A, -AA31 (~9 - Za) > 0 (4.9) 

from which It can be seen that if the axis x 
moment of inertia when Al>Aa>A3, then tile 

is the axls of the maximum 
inequality 

6P> 2a (ClO) 
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is sufficient a condition of stability, while If X, Is the axis of the 
minimum moment of Inertia, then the sufficient condition Is 

02< 2a (4.11) 
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